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EPISODES
March 10. 1997

Hans Zimmer

Several of our members including myself asked in
the introduction of their paper "why do I write a
paper"? Well, at least in my case I am beginning to
have a clearer answer to this problem.
By reading and
rereading my works for the Literary Club (which will
definitely not promote me into the ranks of the
immortal authors of our club) I find that in the
majority of my papers I dealt with happenings
concerning me, and especially with events which by now
took place about half a century ago.
Furthermore, I
distinctly recall, that writing of these essays . gave me
quite a lot of good feelings about myself, but also
instilled a tremendous feeling of awe and thanks to
fate which let me experience these events. And yes,
even let me come out alive from them. Also, things
which I witnessed and took part in are episodes which
hardly ever are shown, spoken, or written about in
today's mass media. Finally, having become a
grandfather recently i t might show the grandchildren

what the grandfather did and experienced when he was
young, growing up in a different country under an
oppressive regime, during a terrible war and in very
hard times.
I hope they, my grandchildren and also my
son, never will have to go through such ordeals.
Thus, without further ado, let's go to the first
episode.
I grew up in Berlin before the war. My father, as
I also mentioned in one of my papers, was the head
professional at the "Golf und Land Club Berlin". This
was by far the most prestigious golf club in pre-war
Germany. The members came from the wealthiest and most
prominent families of Berlin: and at that time there
was no dearth of people like this in Berlin during the
twenties of this century. There was his Imperial
Highness the Crown Prince of Germany (or in German,
Seine Kaiserliche Hoheit or SKH). He regularly played
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a round of 18 holes with my dad, whom he knew for quite
some time, as a matter of fact, SKH appointed him for
several seasons as his personal golf teacher.
"SKH"
must have liked and respected him so much, that, when I
was born, SKH opened a bank account for me in the
amount of 10,000 gold marks. This was a very large sum
of money at this time (the early twenties), and
incidentally is no peanuts even nowadays. He also gave
me a golden tie pin with his initial, a capital W,
underneath the imperial crown. Anyhow, I still have
the tie pin, though Marlies, my dear wife, won't let me
wear it because, as she says "I am an expert in losing
such things". Well, that might have been an episode
with no serious implications or even only a remarkable
event, worth telling ones' children or grandchildren.
But there comes the end of the story as Paul Harvey
would say.
It was during the early thirties that one day I
received a money order over the amount of 88 Pfennig
addressed to the "student Hans Z ilruner" . It bore the
laconic message which went something like this:
"This
sum represents the amount of your account after
deva~uation due to inflation.
The SUm is too small for
keeplng your account open". Sincerely, "Such and such
a bank".
And Now to Episode 2
As ~ said in the introduction to this paper, the
membe~shlp of the Golf and Country Club Berlin, was
comprlsed o~ very, very prominent people of post World
War I, ~erlln. Several names come to mind. Among them
were qulte a number of Jews. One of the most prominent
ones was Herbert Gutmann. He was the general director
o~ the Deutsc~e Bank, which still is the largest and
rlchest bank ln Germany. Well, it is not so much M
;ut~mdan whom I remember, but one of his sons, namel~·
re y. The two of us were often pl
.
and were good friends
The
aY7ng gO~f together
were fortunate enough·to getGut~nns, lnclUd1ng Freddy,
The first time I learned abo~tuth~rmed out of Germany.
after th
d
1S was when shortly
e en of the war, I got a care package from
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Freddy addressed to my father. He inquired whether we
all survived the war, and what happened to Hanschen
(that's I) and the golf course. One of the English
Channel Islands was given as his address but several
attempts by me or my parents to contact him, were
unsuccessful.
And Now Let's Have Episode 3
Another prominent member of the golf club Berlin
was Ludwig Katzenellenbogen. He owned, or was a major
stockholder, in some of the largest industrial
companies of pre-war Germany. The ost-Werke probably
were his most important holdings. They were in Upper
Silesia, which now belongs to Poland. What happened
after the war to this group of companies I do not know.
But, coming back to my "episodes", Mr. K., which due to
his lengthy name, we, the Zimmer family, used to refer
to him, had a son, Konrad or Conny, as he was known
around the Golf Club. Conny, Freddy and I used to play
golf together and really were good friends. Whatever
happened to Mr. K I don't know. Whether he survived
the Hitler era or did manage to get out in time I have
no idea, but what about Conny.
It was during one of the very dismal and really
terrible first years after the war, when besides of
having little to eat--this was especially true for
Berliners--the universities did not reopen, or better,
were by order of the Allies, kept closed. Among the
many rumors which swept through Berlin, one particular
one was of major concern to me was that the "Morgenthau
Plan" was being enforced.
(As I recall Mr. Henry
Morgenthau was an influential member of President F.D.
Roosevelt's war cabinet.). That meant that
universities were to be kept shut down for an
indefinite period and among the many other parts of
this plan was one, according to the rumor, namely since
there were enough Germans anyhow (even after the about
12 million fatalities), therefore Germans were not to
be allowed to marry and thus no children could be born
Fr~m the moral st~ndards of our present times, what a •
na1ve and unreal 1dea that was. Nowadays it is almost
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a badge of distinction, if a woman is a single mother.
However, that was definitely not the case half a
century ago. Having a child out of wedlock meant
acquiring a big social stigma. No, I do not ~ant to
moralize but this part of the "Plan" becomes ~mportant
for the continuation of this episode, the episode
involving Conny.
I had a girlfriend whom I wanted to marry but what
could I offer her? I had no skills of anything.
I was
just eighteen years old when I got into the German
Armed Forces. I had the Abitur, meaning I finished
gymnasium.
I had eight years of French, and Latin, two
years of English, chemistry, physics and biology and as
it turned out the most important thing of my Abitur
diploma was the brief remark "He leaves school to study
chemistry".
Before I keep on rambling around let me
get back to the "Conny episode". As mentioned earlier,
rumors about the Morgenthau Plan were plentiful.
Somehow, after suffering terrible ordeals when the Red
Army liberated Berlin from the Nazis, my girlfriend
survived.
I remember distinctly when I returned home
on May 31 1945, the first question I asked my mother
was "what happened to Marlies"? "Well", mother told
me--"she survived, but suffered terrible things. She
is not very well. As a matter of fact, in spite of
this she has already visited me twice to inquire how I
get along. She also said that she would come soon
again". There was no mail service and no telephone
working at this time (a month after the capitulation of
Berlin. Thus, when during the next day I was resting
in our backyard (weighing all of 114 Ibs), I was
immensely surprised when a young girl on a bicycle
arrived at our place. It was Marlies. When she saw me
her first words were "What do you want here at this
terrible time with all the Russian soldiers running
around to look for German men? To all the troubles I
have, now in addition to that, I also have to fear
again for you. Why didn't the Amis (nickname for
American soldiers) take you as a prisoner of war? My
God, what t' es are these", and then she started to cry
and finally to d e that she was very happy that I was
alive.
Well, I
0
ot want to dwell on the ensuing
terrib le months a
e ha rd times we Berliners had to
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o throu h
But eventually, sometime in A~gust, ~he
iirst En~lish occupational troops arrived 1n,Berl1n and
shortly thereafter, American and French cont1ngen~s
also came to Berlin. Finally, a kind of normal 11fe
got established. That meant by the end of August ~e
had a situation that we obtained regularly the rat10ns
due to us according to our ration stamps, namely (5 g
(1/5 of an ounce) of meat, 150 g of bread (about 5-1/2
ounces) and 5 g of fat as our daily ration. We also
got some flour per week.
I forgot how much--but we
survived. As an aside I'd like to mention that from
about October of 1945 until about the end of 1947 there
were absolutely no obese Berliners around. Anyhow,
back to the episode with Conny. As mentioned earlier
rumors about a Morgenthau Plan and its implication for
individuals such as Marlies and I were ripe. What
concerned us the most was the part of "no marriage for
Germans". As I already mentioned in an earlier paper
during the first years after the war, I was a blackmarketer, meaning I bartered certain nice things for
either food or cigarettes.
I can hardly believe it
nowadays but I was a heavy smoker at this time. As a
matter of fact, I smoked my first serious cigarette the
first day of the war when our "Arbeitdienst" unit was
at the German-Polish border waiting for what the
authorities had in mind for us. This waiting and the
sight of Red Cross vehicles coming out of Poland with
wounded soldiers, I found I could endure better with
the help of a cigarette. Thus, I started smoking with
consuming at least twenty cigarettes a day.
Incidentally, I stopped smoking exactly as abruptly as
I started it--on January 6, 1948. I was at that time
way down in Southwest Germany, in the middle of the
Blackforest.
I was staying in a beautiful hotel, the
Hotel Krone, in Neustadt/Schwarzwald, which belonged to
the father of my closest war-time friend, Emil
Schillinger. We were together in Russia with the K.-G.
53, one of the only two heavy bomber units at the
Russian front.
But how and why did I get to stay at
this little city. well, let this be part of the next
episode. Now back to conny Katzenellenbogen.
As I stated already, the non-marriage provision,
which as yet had not been enforced, of the Morgenthau
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d
biggest concern. Thus, we
plan was Mar11es a~ dm~ast in spite of Marlies youth
decided to g7 t m~rr~~h
But as outlined already, to
and very,lab1le ea d d·besid~s love and commitment,
get marr1ed one nee e
or a fairly
also so~e worl dly meants~ ~aym~i~ ~~~e~ave money and also
steady 1ncome. I cer a1n
not a steady income such as a salar¥ or wages or
div~dends from stocks ,or bond~i i~; ~~;e~e~;df~~~ of
~~V1~9~y~~~o~~t~~co!:~th~~ ~~l of Berlin including the
U ~s English or French occupied sectors, all bank and
s~vi~gs association accounts were closed.
There was
simply no money lef~ after ~he Russians were through
with liberating the1r occup1ed zone of Germa~y
including all of Berlin. But I soon had an 1ncome,
though not a very regular one like a weekly or monthly
check. No, my income came from the black market. The
monies usually arrived in irregular chunks, like
thousand marks or 800 marks or similar amounts. One
big chunk of money came in when I sold beautiful silk
underpants from my future mother-in-law to a Russian
woman officer. She had about the same proportions of
Marlies' mother but in addition she, the Ms. Colonel,
had a thick wad of money. This gave me an idea about
circumventing the Morgenthau non-marriage paragraph. I
said to Marlies something like this "the Very moment I
got 5000.00 marks from black market dealings we will
marry" .
All this bargaining and black marketeering took
place in front of the now famous again ruin of the
Reichstags building the German equivalent of the
capitol in Washington, D.C. The Reichstags building
became famous aga i n lately, not due to any political
events, but because it was wrapped by the "Wrapper"
Artist Christo. Everyday a crowd of several hundred
(if not thousand) people gathered there and did their
t hing, namely black marketeering. It, the black
marketeering naturally was not permitted. It must have
b een a ghost l y picture s ee i ng these people, Germans in
mostly shabby cloth, quite often i n uniforms without
r ank insignia, lots of Russi an militia and for me a
s urprisingl y large nucber of Russian w~men officers,
mingling around acong them and fortunately for me, one
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.
t'es
An occasional
in need of a pair of.s1lken pa~ ~fficer also c ould be
U.S. or Englis~ sOid~e~, b~~ ~as forbidden, and since
seen. As I sa 7d a rea y, .
sector just outside of the
i t took place 1n the R~SS1~~e blackmarketeering or
British sector of ~er11~'black marketeering was in the
better the pr 7vent on.o
However, most of them were
h ands of Rus~1an so~dt~r~hiS dealing and wheeling. I
a ghostly picture to observe
actually taK1ng par
s aid it must have b een
.
rmal
t hese activities, because nobody spoke ~n a no
.
11 the offerings
prices and so o n were only
V0
a and done when pass1ng
'.
wh 1ce;
ispered
eac h 0 t h er .
Anyhow, one day during the winter o f ~ 945-1946, I
believe it was, we, a group of future chem1stry
s tudents getting out the rubble of the chemistry
building of the Technical University, found a
c ollection of unbroken bottles containing chemicals.
Among them was a bottle with 25 9 of p-aminobenzoic
a cid ethyl ester. A very common chemical which still
nowadays is the active principle in a large number of
over-the-counter remedies against pain caused by
s unburn or small scratches. The compounds topical
anesthetic properties are the reason for its
popularity. When this acid is put on ones tongue it
be c omes nUmb. The over-the-counter drug, depending on
what company markets it, is called Americaine,
Anesthone, Benzocaine and others. Well benzocaine
brings cocaine to mind and both compounds have the same
pharmacological properties, namely both are topical
anesthetics, except cocaine has a longer acting effect
and , as we all know, cocaine is addicting.
It is the
r ecreational drug of choice of the so-ca l led "in set".
But due to its powerful and almost irrevers i ble action
on certain parts of the human brain, it surely will
d estroy the addict.
But now back to our black market activi ties. One
s tudent, or better future student, A Mr. H. ( I forgot
i s first name) who spoke an excellent Ru ss i an told me,
and as I never would have thought that to b e the case,
that a significant number of Red Army of fi cers were
si ng cocaine. So, Mr. H. ventured towards the ruin of
e Re i chstag Building to sell or barter b e nzocaine,
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the mock cocaine and, as he related to us, it did not
take long before two Russian officers became very
interested in his "cocaine". After putting a few
crystals of the stuff on their tongues, they were
satisfied that they were offered the right thing and a
serious bartering began. Well, to make this long story
short, Mr. H. got 12000.00 marks and, how this was
possible I don't know, he obtained from the Russian
officers 2000 "Ami-cigarettes". Since we were six
rubble diggers each of us got 2000.00 Marks and 330
cigarettes. Thus, completely unexpectedly my part of
the loot together with a few earlier Schnaps deals,
made me the owner of more than 5000 marks, that meant
Marlies and I could get married. Thus, serious
preparation for this event started. We had to get a
place to live, we needed some furniture and last but
not least, I needed a steady job and a steady income.
Well, fate was with us in April of 1946. The Technical
University opened up again and since, rather
incredibly, for the communistic administration at the
University, I never belonged to a NAZI-organization and
after a careful check about my "Non-NAZI" status by the
personnel department, I got a job. My title was
Assistant Teaching Assistant; the first step on the
ladder leading to an academic career. My salary
amounted to the regal sum of 127.00 marks per month,
and not so incidentally the beautiful apartment my
mother found for us cost 125.00 marks per month rent.
So, my steady income covered the rent.
For the
incidentals like food, utilities, clothing, toiletries ,
and, and, and ... the black market had to take care of
them.
In the meantime I was rather active in our make
shift laboratory, and in the by now rubble-free
laboratory, converting donaturated alcohol into potable
Schnaps.
I had several gallons of this stuff and
traded it for 200 pounds of potatoes. Marlies and I
were to occupy two rooms and a bath on the second floo r
of the house we were moving in. For several breads and
a few pounds of flour I obtained two beautiful leather
chairs and a leather sofa. Each of us had a bed,
somehow we got a table and, what was very important,
our apartment had central heat, and the glass of our
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. d the war
The boiler for the
. d shad surv1ve
•
1
.
good
four W1n ow
~n the basement and apparent y 1n
central heat was •
order.

We now were almost read~ to get malrried i t~~ec~~~e
t. our names appeared ~n the hal way 0
~:~lsea~d thus all official things were in orderdd,All
that' was remaining was to get a roast for our we lng
dinner two wedding bands and last, but not least, we
needed' coal for heating our apartment. The landlady
informed me that she had no supply of coal or coke and
since her husband had just died, hardly any chance to
get some of these black diamonds. we~l, that meant I
had to get thirty or forty hundred we1ghts of coal to
get us through the approaching winter. But how to do
this? Where in the world could I get fuel for our
boiler. Through my black marketing experiences,I got
to know quite a few people. One of these acqua1ntances
told me that he know the chief of the largest East
Berlin Power station (that meant in the Russian sector
of Berlin) and that he already talked to him about my
dilemma.

"If you can get 2 gallons of pure alcohol for him,
a bottle of your fine peppermint schnaps for the
teamster and 50 pounds of oats for the two horses, and
1200 marks each for the two VOPOs (nickname for members
of the communistic East German People's Police) you
will be in business. The teamster also knows the VOPOs
who are on duty at the Russian sector border next week
on Wednesday (I believe it was) and at this particular
crossing point there are no West Berlin Police men
through which he will enter the British sector; thus if
you get the stuff by Monday to me, you will have no
difficulties getting your coal. Oh, before I forget, I
can arrange all th~s only if I can smoke nice Camels,
and I need everyth1ng by the day after tomorrow".
Hans, I told myself, you have the Schnaps, also the 2
gallons of alcohol are in your desk at the University,
but what about the 2400.00 marks and the Camels? The
price for a Camel was 10 marks, if one bought a carton.
That meant I needed an additional 2000 marks. And what
about the 50 pounds of oats? The 5000.00 marks I had
were allotted for one golden wedding band for my bride
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and for a five pound roast. The oats I could get for
half a bottle of Schnaps and a cake of soap both of
which I had. But what about the wedding band?
Incidentally we, Marlies and I, had agreed that we
would buy only one ring and the one for me we would buy
later.
(Incidentally, I still do not have a ring.)
But now, we had none. But we needed two for the civil
ceremony. Marlies then got a great idea.
"Don't buy a
wedding band for me; this would mean we'd have the
money for the camels. Golden rings are fine, but we
cannot get even one, thus why don't we use for the
ceremony two of the brass drapery rings which I ~ot to
install the draperies in our apartment". And th1~ we
did. The official (the standesbeamte) looked a b1t
funny, when he put these cheapies on our hands, but we
were married. The roast our two mothers fixed was
excellent; we had a feast. Yes, we even had two
bottles of delicious Moet Champagne. This is where
Conny comes int~ th~s episode again. A day or two
before the wedd1ng 1n late afternoon, in front of the
flat of my parents where I lived before getting
married, a big American automobile arrived; a soldier
got out and looked at the name of the tenants of the
small house.
Dad said "I am wondering to whom he is
going", when our door bell rang. "Are you Hans Zimmer"
the soldier asked me; "yes" I answered.
"What can I do
for you".
"Nothing" said the American. "I have a
parcel for you", and with this he went to the car and
drove off. The parcel contained two bottles of '
champagne, some chocolate candies and a letter which
went something like this:
I

"H&nschen~ I hear~ that you are getting married.
My most s1ncere w1shes for
'
~ince the order,against fraE~~n~~=tr~~rwr~~e, but
erm~ns are str1ctly enforced, I canno
wedd1ng and reminesce with
t attend the
days at Wannsee and Our gOliO~a~~~~; ~~: ~arefree
rascal, always won
A ai
'
1C you,
for your bride and·you~ n, my s1ncerest wishes
Cordially
Conny Kellen
Colonel, US-Army
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I was stunned after reading this note, and then it
dawned on me that Colonel Kellen must be Conny
Katsenellenbogen, and that meant that he had been
successful in leaving Germany. He must have changed
his name by dropping the "atzen" of "Katzen" and by
eliminating the "bogen" completely. When the antifraternization orders were lifted I tried to locate him
through the Berlin headquarters of the US-Armed Forces,
but had no success. Many years later I got an
invitation from the chemistry department of the
University of Illinois which was signed by John
Katzenellenbogen, Professor of Chemistry.
I asked him
about Conny but all he knew was that they, the Illinois
Katzenellenbogen, had had a distant rich relative in
Germany, but he knew nothing about their where abouts.

Well, after reading the "Conny" episode I realized
that another episode, namely the "coal and potato
episode" got interwoven into it. Here now, its end
will be told.
Well we were married now, had an apartment with
central heating, and were the proud owners of two
hundred weights of potatoes and a few utensils for
cooking. Thus, we would move into our own four walls.
Everything went fine for a month or so except that with
the approaching winter it got cold in our apartment and
we noticed that the radiators stayed cold.
Inquiries
with the landlady did not lead to any results why we
did not get heat because in her apartment, which was on
the ground floor, it was warm and "gemutlich".
However, when I checked the water level of the heating
system and found it to be lOW, I though~ I had the
problem with the cold temperature upstalrs sol~ed. So,
we filled it up and our radiators got warm agaln. Soon
after this old man winter came with a vengeance. The
temperatur~ fell well below O°F as did the water level
in the heating system. Renewed filling it,up helped
but this time it took only a few hours ~ntll the
radiators got cold again.
In the meantlme ~rs. R., our
landlady was gone visiting for a few days wlth some
relatives. As a result the downstairs area was locked
up and I could not do my refilling job.
In the
meantime the temperature in our apartment kept falling
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and around bedtime it was well below 32°F. What to do
with our two bags of potatoes? Marlies, however had a
great idea. "Why not take them into our bed, we have
beautiful elder down comforters and plenty of blankets.
They will keep us from freezing and will protect our
potatoes as well", and that they did. Tl?-e next
morning, when I left the house I saw a b1g streak of
ice next to the garage which was attached to the house.
One look and I knew what happened to the heat. About
five foot above the floor was a radiator and it was the
source of the ice. It had a leak and the leaking water
turned to ice and caused the little glacier in front of
the garage. Now it became clear to me why her part of
the house always stayed warm, while upstairs we froze.
The elevation of the garage radiator kept the water
level above the level of her radiator but below the
level of ours. Thus, my coal kept her warm, created
for the neighbor kids an ice rink, but left us
literally in the cold. The solution to it came fast
and rather unexpected. Marlies got a severe case of a n
infectious disease, a kind of jaundice which is due to
contaminated food, and had to be hospitalized. Her
body, due to the events which she suffered when Berlin
was conquered by the Red Army, was not strong enough t o
survive the miserable times in Berlin. Her physician
told me if I would find a place for her in West
Germany, where they had better access to medicine and
food than was available in Berlin, we should get her
out. That was easier said than done. There was only
one train daily which left Berlin for West Germany,' and
it was always hopelessly overcrowded. In addition, the
VOPO's and the Russian border guards took their time t o
control all the passengers. Well, that ordeal was out
of the question for Marlies. However, the next day her
physician came to me and told me that he could arrange
for her to go with a French Red Cross train which went
once a week,and goes all the way to Freiburg (a city
near the SW1SS border). If I had someone down there t o
take care of her, s he could leave the next week. Well
there ~as my friend Emi l Schillinger and the hotel
'
Krone 1n the Black Forest. Emil and his parents were
more tha~ ~lad to h7l p us, and so Marlies went off in a
French IDllltary tra ln . After her arrival her health
deteriorated and s he a ga i n had to be admitted to a
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h ospital where she spent the next 18 months : But this
i s something I do not want to elaborate on 1n the
c omi ng episode. Suffice is to say, that due t o
d ed i cated doctors she pulled through.
But now to the next episode
coming back to the event which led me to give up
smoking. As I said earlier in this ta l e of e pi sodes,
the father of my best war-time frie nd Emil, wa s the
owner of a beautiful hotel in the center of the Bl ack
Forest. This area of Germany is not only known f or its
t our i sm but is also the center of Ge rmany's c l ock
making industries. This fact is what got me to this
p lace after the war. The universit ies were opened
a gain and we could resume or cont inue our studyi ng,
c ould go to classes, take laboratories, a nd do
r esearch.
For doing research in chemi s try, especially
spectroscopy, at that time, one needed to take
photographs of spectra, X-ray analyses, etc . To
deve l op the film a dark room was al so needed and an
e ssential piece of equipment of a d ark roo i s a clock.
A c l ock with which one could time t he period a film
neede d for getting developed. However , the Russian
occup ational forces rather effective ly had c onfiscated
eve ry piece of equipment including t he da rk room
c locks. Thus, we needed such a time piece . and since at
t hat time--about January 1947, shippi ng of goods from
the French occupied zone of Germany through the Russian
occ up ied zone into Berlin, which wa s occupied by the
fo u r major allies, was nearly imposs ible. This was
mainly due to all the paperwork whi ch as necessary to
get s hipped goods through all the control s.
I was
selected, mainly because I did not hav e to pay for
odgi ng, due to the Hotel Krone and my fri end Emil, to
t rave l to st. Georgen, buy clocks a nd personally bring
them to my university. Well at tha t time I was a
fai r l y heavy smoker. A pack of ciga rettes a day was
about t h e bare minimum I needed to fee l good.
~heref o reJ my luggage consisted of, besides a small
s itcase, an at tache case containing about 400
c · garettes.
ey represented a val u e of about 4000.00
..a r ks .
Incide tal l y this sum was much ore than my
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annual salary. Needless to say that I watched this
brie'fcase very, very closely. After arriving at the
hotel and buying the dark room clocks I returned for
two more days to Neustadt to stay with my friend.
It
happened that there was a holiday, I believe it was the
Holy Three Kings Day. Anyhow, there were many guests
at the restaurant and I, sitting together with Emil and
a few of his friends, drinking some glasses of the
delicious Baden wine, I had to go to the restroom. As
usual I had my "treasure case" with the cigarettes
close by, but I did not take it with me on this
necessary trip. When I returned to the table my
briefcase with the cigarettes, I believe I had about
200 left, was gone.
I was devastated, what could I do?
No cigarettes, and no money of my own to buy a new
supply. After staying at the hotel, eating, and yes
drinking, for free I certainly could not ask them to
give me cigarettes, though since I bargained at the
clock manufacturer's, I had about 4000.00 marks left
from the university's money.
In my desperation and
anger I had more wine, definitely enough to be no
longer sober. After going into my room I went to bed
and slept at least twelve hours.
It was almost time
for lunch when I awoke and I had no cigarettes. Well,
I remember that I spoke to myself something like "this
S.C.B. who stole my smokes should not have the
additional satisfaction to make you, Hans, extremely
miserable. You, Hans, from now on will never smoke
again", and this I did. However, this is not the end
of the story as far as I was concerned. The next day
was the last one before I had to return to Berlin. It
was early evening when a French solder entered the
restaurant and said something like "hell, I just got
urgent orders to return immediately to France. I have
here one thousand cigarettes, good Gaulois ones".
These are very heavy French cigarettes with a black
market value of about eight Marks a piece. He said
"I'll sell them at a bargain price of 5000.00 Marks".
"I will give you 3500.00 Marks" I told him.
"No" he
said.
"That's not enough" and he left. Hardly 15
minutes later he returned, threw the cigarettes on my
table and said "o.k., they are yours. Give me the
3500.00 Marks".
"That was my offer 15 minutes ago" I
told him.
"Now they are only worth 3000.00 Marks".
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d me and disappeared. Emil
"Ah non tu boc~e" he curseother hotel in town and t~at
told me there lS,onl y on~,
'dentally the last tra1n
it is closed tonlght, an, l~C~
"Thus you have one
leaves in about tW7ntYt~~nud:ai"
sur~ enough, after a
more change to strlke
lS
d and told me "they are
few minutes, -t;:he I?~ilU ~:~k~;are"Mais non" I answered,
~~~~: ;~~ ;~~l:h:~ Ie:as willing to spend te~ m~nutes
a o. NoW I'll give you 2500.00 Marks and th:-s 1: my "
l~st offer". with an assortment of curses \i1th merde
being one of the more civilized words he uttered, he
threw the cigarettes on the table, grabbed the money,
cursed some more and disappeared.
I returned to
Berlin with the cigarettes, untouched by me, and sold
them o~ the black market with a healthy profit and
could afford several good dinners with my young bride.
Is there anything I learned from this story other than
"making a profit never hurts"? Yes, after having
smoked for almost seven years an average of twenty to
twenty-five cigarettes a day, and then being able to
stop smoking literally overnight, it is hard for me to
believe that tobacco or more exact nicotine, is an
addictive drug on the same level as cocaine, and crack,
and LSD, etc.
And Now to Still Another Episode
As I stated already, my dad was the head pro of
the Golf and Country Club Berlin and we lived in a
house along the 17th fairway of the golf course. The
Club was located in a suburb of Berlin--namely Wannsee.
It was at that time not a part of Berlin. Wannsee
actually consisted of two separated parts. The old
village-like nucleus built around a church, a four
class elementary school and a bunch of small houses and
about a mile away our home on the golf course made up
one part of Wannsee. the other part consisted mainly
of large houses, so-called villas, wh i ch were
surrounded by huge well landscaped gardens. The most
distinguished ones had access to a huge lake, the
Wannsee.
In these houses many famous and rich people
lived. The painter and one of Germany's foremost
impressionists, Max Liebermann, comes to mind.
He had
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a house on the bank of the lake. Besides his beautiful
oils depicting scenes of the Wannsee (they sell today
for close to a million marks) I remember him for a
remark he uttered, when he saw,on January 30, 1933,
uniformed SA-troops marching w1th torches t~wards the
Brandenburg gate and the official seat of H1tler the
artist uttered "One cannot eat as much as o~e wants to
vomit when watching these hordes". But com1ng back to
the story and our place on the golf course. There was
no bus and as a consequence I had to walk to school
everyday. For the first few weeks my mother walked
with me until we reached the first houses and at schoo
day's end she picked me up again at the last house.
After a short while I decided I could go to school by
myself and my parents accepted it because "Hanschen is
really a big boy, and what can happen to him" Well,
nothing happened to Hanschen except that he grew older
and it became time for my parents to think about
gymnasium for me. Wannsee, as already mentioned had
only a four class school and this was it.
I still
remember one teacher, Herr Schonberger, he always had
bamboo stick hidden in his sleeve and when one of us
during intermission, where we had to circle, three in I
row, the school court, left his row or did some loud
speaking, out came his stick and the perpetrator of
such an example of bad behavior got one or two whacks.
Mr. Schonberger did not care which part of the boy or
the girl he hit.
Incidentally, boys and girls attend
school ,in separate classrooms. Anyway the next
gymnas1um was in Zehlendorf which is in the Western
part of Berlin but to get there I first had to walk to
the bus station at the church. After a 20 minute ride
I would have reached the Wannsee railroad station t ake
a train to Zehlendorf, and wait there for another' bus
to get to the gymnasium. So to make the school
situat~on tolerable my dad reluctantly, and my mother
ecstat1cally--according to her, no men should live at
his place of work, he will never be home in time for
dinner--decided to move to Westend. This is an old
part of Berlin and was at the turn of the century the
place to live. Westend, or better Old Westend, was
nearly exactly one square mile in size. Practically
there were only Villas with huge gardens and a small
house for the private gardener, a gymnasium, the
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Herder-Real Gymnasium, and last but not least, a small
complex of nice apartment houses where were moved to.
Needless to say that the inhabitants of the villas
belonged to the creme of Berliners, among them a fair
number of prominent Jews, like Bruno Cessierer, a very
prominent art dealer, Professor Katzenstein (he tried
to learn to play golf from my dad) an eminent surgeon,
and Louis Ullstein, the owner of the largest German
newspaper and the largest book company, the Ulistein
Verlag. Anyhow, they had children and thus there were
quite a number of Jewish boys attending the
Herdeschule. This school had a very good reputation
and as a consequence a number of wealthy parents,
living for example in Wannsee also sent their boys to
this gymnasium. Among them was Harald Quandt. He was
the son of the president of the German Reichs Bank
whose signature was on all German bank notes. His
mother Magda, divorced Mr. Quandt to marry Dr. Joseph
Goebbels, who was the infamous secretary of propaganda
in Hitler's cabinet. Anyhow, Harald became my
classmate in 1934 and we stayed together until 1939
when we graduated.
That was how it carne about that I had such a
famous classmate. But back to the episode. The Nazis,
after taking power in 1933 moved to Berlin, the capital
of Germany, or if they already lived in Berlin, had
rather inconspicuous abodes. Thus Hermann Goering
lived close to where my parents were living, and Dr.
Josef Goebbels with his family found a place also not
far from us. After the Nazi elite got settled in, all
the top members acquired beautiful places to live.
Thus, Goebbels moved into a beautiful villa on a small
island in the Wannsee. The island's name was
Schwanenwerder (Swan Island).
Immediately after he
moved in, the island, as well as the surrounding waters
and the only road leading to it, became off limits. In
addition the whole area was guarded by ss-troops.
Around that time, about 1937, due to severe
attrition, we, the students--about 125 who started
Herd 7rschule in three classes in 1931, were shrunk to,
I th~n~, 35 heads in two classes. The group Harald and
I was ~n, numbered 17 boys. At the same time, I don't
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remember how it started, we invited at the occasion of
our birthdays, our classmates to our homes for this
celebration. When Harald's big day was approaching, he
instructed us not to go home after school but rather
stay there because he would pick us up and have us
brought to SChwanenwerder by car. We would have lunch
and dinner at his parent's place.
I now have to
mention that among my classmates, still at that time,
were two Jewish boys, Has R. and a young man with the
English name Gordon (I don't remember his first name).
Anyhow at 2:30 sharp four large black Horch limosines
each with a swastika standard and chauffeured by
uniformed SS-men arrived to haul us to the secluded
island, Harald's stepfather's new home.
I like to
mention that at that time the Horch-limosine and not
the Mercedes was the car for prominent cabinet members.
Nearing Schwanenwerder and entering the restricted
area, SS-men saluted our 4-car group, and we, including
Hans R. and Mr. Gordon, waved back. At the gate an SSofficer received our caravan and guided us to the
house.
Later on we had a good lunch, a nice big
birthday cake and after dinner Dr. Goebbels and his
wife Magda shook hands with all of us and had some
small talk. The birthday party ended with the showing
of a not as yet released movie and a return trip to our
school from where we walked home.
I like to conclude this episode with the fact that
both my Jewish classmates obtained in 1939 their Abitur
diploma. What happened then to Mr. Gordon I don't
know, but I met Hans R. after my former University
reopened after the war. He somehow managed to get some
semesters of Physics in and was well on his way to a
doctorate in engineering. Harald joined the German
Airforce, participated in the ill-fated parachuters
attempt to reclaim the Mediterranean Island of crete,
where he was severely wounded, but survived. He and
his older brother were not a part of the Goebbel's
family suicide in Hitler's bunker in Berlin but rather
reunited with their natural father, the fo~er
president of the Reichsbank.
In the late fifties or
early sixties, Harald died when his private plane
crashed during a snowstorm on a flight from Germany to
Italy.
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Now Comes still Another Episode
If there is a war, the main objective of the
parties is winning.
In order to acco plis h
thi s ultimate goal the enemies have weapons, and v ery
deadly ones that is. Ideally one s hould use the se
weapons only against the enemy sol di e r s . However , one
found out that hurting and killing of non - soldi ers,
civ ilians including women and chil dren, d e finit e ly i s a
v ery effective way to shorten the hostilities and wi n
the war.
In World War II this way of warring wa s
brought to a new high. At first t he opposing pa rties
sed bombing raids by fast planes , planes which could
not carry very heavy and very many bombs. With time
~ ore and more heavy bombers were developed which could
carry individual bombs weighing u p to one ton and more.
hese bombs really do damage. On e of these ~a s enough
to reduce a big city apartment hou s e of 5 or 6 stories
to a pile of rubble. The only protection fo r the
' nhabitants against this type of warfare, that means
not being crushed by the rubble a nd s teelbeams of the
c ol lapsing building, was to forti fy parts of the
asement which then was designated a s
- Lu ftschutzkeller" or airraid cel lar . A stee l door was
o rmally part of the fortificatio n .
It became,
owever, only standard equipment with increa s i ng
' ntensity of the airraids. Though Hermann Goering
boasted at the beginning of the war, that h e would
change his name to Lehmann if even a single enemy
bomber would reach Berlin and drop a bomb, wi thin a
rather short time after the start o f th e war ni ghtly
, is its by RAF planes occurred regularly, but Goering
di d not become Lehmann. Thus, the Berliners , and for
~ a t matter the inhabitants of practically all large
e rman cities, were praying for b ad and rainy nights
ecause then the attacking planes could not n avigate
ef f iciently. The radio beams from trans itters
sta tioned in England, whiCh they used as guidi ng
ev ices, became erratic after about 350 - 400 mi les.
E wever, pretty soon, due to the invention of radar,
ra ' ny nights were the favored ones for airraids, as
~roan interceptors were unable to see the hostile
:anes. The 30th of January became a favor ed date for

~ar ring
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air attacks, especially for attacks on Berlin. The
Berliners were of the opinion that this was done by the
allied forces to rub it in, to rub it into Hitler,
Goering and the top of the Nazi hierarchy.
It happened that I had a leave from the Army for
one semester to begin to study chemistry. On my Abitur
diploma, fortunately and by serendipity, it said "he
leaves school to study chemistry". What has this to do
with this episode? Well, in october of 1942 or so, an
order signed by the FUhrer stated that every young man
who already had served in the armed forces for three
years would be eligible for a one semester leave to
commence the study of chemistry, medicine, or physics.
I never will forget the face of the chief petty
officers of my air force unit when I submitted my
petition for such a leave.
"Zimmer you idiot, this is
only for Abiturienten and not for people like you.
In
your papers it says that you are an unskilled laborer;
the only way for you to see a university from the
inside is to become a janitor or such". This unskilled
laborer entry in my papers was the result of the first
weekend at the Arbeitsdienst, (RAD), a pre-military
outfit instituted by the Nazis.
Every young German man
or woman had to serve in one of such units for 6
months, nobody of good health was exempt, even pupils
of seminaries had to serve, though they were exempt
from military services. Well, at my first Saturday at
the RAD-unit, the commanded shouted "all Abiturienten
step up". About 10 or 12 of us including two catholic
future priests, made that one step forward and we were
told something like this:
"You guys never did do any
good and ~onest work, therefore you will learn it here.
As your flrst task for the weekend you guys will have
to clean the outhouses (there were no indoor toilets)
and you have to brush the seats with your
toothbrushes". ,The emptying of the toilet receptacle
and to load thelr contents into some horse drawn tank
~ar we had to do too. For the brushing of the seat
owever, we,got , big brushes. Anyhow, since I did ' k
j~i~e~a~~et~~ J~bha~O~ about four weeks before I wor
O
the 1939 censu~ and dist ~bnltOad boxes with forms from
,
rl U e them to a nUmber of
d1'ff
workstatlons, I had an "Arbeitsbuch" (every

erent
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German during the Nazi period had to have such an
employment book), and fortunately the bureaucrat . .
responsible for my employment book.was"of the op1n10n
that "Abiturient" is not a profess10n so what are you
then?" Well, I remember distinctly I ans~e:ed/ "'I guess
an unskilled laborer". This stubborn off1c1a l s
attitude and the subsequent entry into my Arbeitsbuch
were the cause for the chief petty office r's remark,
but fortunately the entry in my gymnasium diploma
prevailed and I got a study leave for the Winter
semester, 1942-1943 and also for the winter semester
1943-1944.
I stayed at the house of my parents who
lived in a five-story apartment house. ~so a former
classmate, Kurt H. and his parents were living in the
same house.
Kurt H. and I were very good friends and
often I went to his place or he came to us, either to
do homework or to practice the piano; anyhow just
around this time his parents got a divorce. Mr. H. and
the woman whom he wanted to marry got an apartment in
the next house, but they had to come to our airraid
shelter when there was an alarm. As I said with the
introduction of radar the nightly airraids b ecame more
frequent and during my second semeste r three or even
more alarms during the week became routine. The life
in Berlin actually was more dangerous than the life at
our airfield in Russia. Most of the men were drafted
to one of the military units. My fat her was drafted to
the Berlin police because all young policemen were sent
to the front. My friend Kurt H. was not there since he
was killed in action in Russia. Thus , I was the only
man i n the whole house.
During one of the alarms I
brought our dog, a fox terrier, into the fortifi ed part
of the shelter; Mr. H. and his second wife to be, never
joined us in this part of the shelter and I and one or
two of the other tenants were normall y outside to watch
the action. On this particular night , the night of
January 30 to January 31 there was a n unusual severe
airraid going on. Anti air-craft batteries were
boom i ng away, spot lights were sendi ng their ghostlike
light beams over the sky and the ~his tling of . fall~ng
bombs was shrieking through the n1ght, explod1ng w1th a
dull bang.
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easy and decided to
a sudden ~ {~l~h~e~~s~nfortified part of
go downsta~rs. I wen
that I go into the
the shelter and ,,:-old Mr. H. e steel door, "so please
"fortress" and w~ll close ~~ "you know that would be
' oin me".
"No Hans" he sa~,'
d t-ight
J
'I
ld be ~n so close an
•
very awkwa:d ~f
wou
'f
also I think you should
quarters w~th my former w~ e, ,
ou there is not a
not close the steel door, bes~des Yld instill in the
All

o~

!~~~~ea~a~n~~c;~~:r~o~:a~~d ~~~yW~~e

full of anxiety
an hoW because their men or sons are at or near the
Y til
"Well" I said "I do not care whatever they
f ron
. ,
"
th'
might think about me and my behav~o: dur~ng
~s
attack. I am closing the door". W~th these words I
went to my corner, took my doggy on my lap and hOP7 d
that nothing will happen to my mother w~o was st~y~ng
with my very sick grandmother about a m~le away ~n a
much less secure shelter.
I had hardly settled in when with a big bang the
lights went out and a cloud of thick dust filled the
room. After a moment of complete silence pandemonium
broke out: shrill voices called for help, for God; we
are buried, we want out. In the meantime somebody
turned on our emergency light and I could see the
damage. The steel door was severely warped, the center
auxiliary ceiling support beam was partly broken but
fortunately nobody seemed to be hurt and, as it looked ,
the ceiling would not collapse--at least not
immediately. Next to me there was a pick with which I
could break the lightly closed hole to the neighboring
cellar. After hacking out a few of the bricks which
served to secure this emergency exit, I found out that
the next cellar was completely filled with debris.
Through the partly ajar steel door I heard cries for
help. After some effort I could wiggle through it and
saw the new soon to be Mrs. H. uncontrollably sobbing
while kneeling next to Mr. H. He was on his back;
blood drops were in front of his nostrils and a trickle
of already crusted blood was visible coming from his
ears. His eyes were wide open and he was obviously
dead. He was the only fatality in our shelter. What
happened to me? Well I started to hack on a second
emergency exit but with not much success. Anyhow,
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after about one hour or so another wall was broken ~rom
the outside and we could leave our fortress.
The f1rst
person I recognized was my mom. She had our doggy on
her arms and was crying. She told me that when the
alarm was over she left grandmother's and walked home.
On her way people told her that our complex was hit and
obviously nobody survived. When she arrived at the
pile of rubble at the location of our basement she told
me that 30nny, our doggy, was standing on top of it and
was heartbreakingly whining.
I, as well as our
rescuers, could not figure out how this little creature
got out.
These episodes may relate to something which
ordinary people of any country had to go through in
times of war; especially when they live under an
oppressive regime. Though, in these episodes I told
only of episodes which involve Marlies and me.
Some of
the happenings were brutal while others, how should I
say, perhaps were of a certain bizarre humor.
In any
event these episodes, I hope, will be of some interest
not only to future Zimmers, and I certainly hope, they
will never be in situations to write a Literary Club
paper and reading about similar episodes on a Monday
evening at 500 East Fourth Street.
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